We slightly improve the lower bound of Báez-Duarte, Balazard, Landreau and Saias in the Nyman-Beurling formulation of the Riemann Hypothesis as an approximation problem.
Introduction
Let K = L 2 (]0, ∞[, dt) (over the complex numbers), let χ be the indicator function of the interval ]0, 1], and let ρ be the function "fractional part" (we try to keep notations consistent with reference [2] . The letter ρ is also used to refer to a zero of the Riemann zeta function, hopefully no confusion will arise.) Let 0 < λ < 1 and let B λ be the sub-vector space of K consisting of the finite linear combinations of the functions t → ρ( θ t ), for λ ≤ θ ≤ 1. It is known ( [2] ) from the work of Nyman [11] and Beurling [3] that the Riemann Hypothesis is equivalent to the following Hilbert space closure statement:
This theme has been actively pursued in recent times and in [2] Báez-Duarte, Balazard, Landreau and Saias have obtained a remarkable lower bound on the rate of convergence to zero of the Hilbert-space distance D(λ) := inf f ∈B λ χ − f :
If the Riemann Hypothesis fails this result is true but trivial as the left-hand side then takes the value +∞. So we will assume that the Riemann Hypothesis holds. The sum on the right-hand side is over all non-trivial zeros ρ of the zeta function, counted only once independently of their multiplicities m ρ . We prove the following: 2 The prediction error for a singular MA(q)
As motivation for our result we first consider a much simpler approximation problem, in the context of the Hardy space of the unit disc rather than the Hardy space of a half-plane. Let
mα be a polynomial of degree q ≥ 1 will all its roots α on the unit circle (the root α having multiplicity m α so that q = α m α .) Let us define:
The measure dθ 2π is the rotation invariant probability measure on the circle S 1 , with z = exp(iθ). The minimum is taken over all complex polynomials A(z) with degree at most N . We are guaranteed that lim N →∞ E(N ) = 0 as Q(z) is an outer factor ( [9] ). More precisely: Theorem 2.1 As N goes to infinity we have: The theorem, although not stated explicitely there, is easily extracted from the work of Grenander and Rosenblatt [8] . They state an O( 1 N ) result, in a much wider set-up than the one considered here (which is limited to simple-minded q-th order moving averages.) Unfortunately the O( 1 N ) bound is now believed not to be systematically true under their hypotheses (as is explained in [10] ; I thank Professor W. Van Assche for pointing out this fact to me.) Nevertheless their technique of proof goes through smoothly in the case at hand and yields the exact asymptotic result as stated above. We only sketch briefly the idea, as nothing beyond the tools used in [8] is needed.
We point out in passing that it is of course possible to express E(N ) explicitely in terms of the Toeplitz determinants for the measure dµ = |Q(exp(iθ))| 2 dθ 2π . But already for an M A(2) this gives rise to unwieldy computations. . . . Rather: let P N be the vector space of polynomials of degrees at most N + q, let V N be the subspace of polynomials divisible by Q(z), and let W N be its q-dimensional orthogonal complement. Then E(N ) is the squared norm of the orthogonal 
We have as N goes to infinity:
3 Invariant analysis and a construction of Báez-Duarte
. Let a(s) be a measurable function of s (as a rule when using the letter s we implicitely assume Re(s) = We will use letters w and z for general complex numbers.) If a(s) is essentially bounded then F (s) → a(s)F (s) defines a bounded operator on K which commutes with the unitary group
, and all bounded operators commuting with the D θ (0 < θ < ∞) are obtained in such a manner. More generally all closed invariant operators are associated to a measurable multiplier a(s) (finite almost everywhere, but not necessarily essentially bounded).
For the details of this technical statement, see [6] .
For example the Hardy averaging operator M : f (t) → Here I is the inversion f (t) → 
A further invariant operator is the operator U introduced by Báez-Duarte [1] in connection with the Nyman-Beurling formulation of the Riemann Hypothesis: its spectral multiplier is
From the results recalled above on invariant operators, we see that invariant orthogonal projectors correspond to indicator functions of measurable sets on the critical line. So a function f (t) is such that its multiplicative translates
is almost everywhere defined and of modulus 1. It thus corresponds to an invariant unitary operator, also denoted U f .
Let us introduce the anti-unitary "time-reversal" operator J acting on K as g → I(g). The operator U f commutes with the contractions-dilations, is unitary, and sends f to J(f ). We call this the Báez-Duarte construction (up to non-essential differences, it appears in [1] in relation with the Nyman-Beurling problem. The phase function arises in other contexts, especially in scattering theory.)
To relate this with the operator U = (M − 1)F + I, one needs the formula
which is fundamental in the Nyman-Beurling context. This formula shows that U is the phase operator associated with ρ( 1 t ). Generally speaking, the operators U f are related to the Hardy spaces 
Its inverse Mellin transform A(t) is given by the formula
One has ( for 0 < t ≤ 1) A(t) = The Báez-Duarte construction associates to A(t) the operator V with spectral multiplier
This last representation will prove useful as it allows to use the formulae related to U from To each complex number w and natural integer k ≥ 0 we associate the funtion ψ w,k (t) = (log( 
For each λ ≤ θ ≤ 1 the scalar products between D θ (A) and the vectors Y λ s,k are: Proof The proof of existence will be given later. Here we check the statement involving the scalar product, assuming existence. The following holds for λ ≤ θ ≤ 1 and Re(w) < 
Taking the limit when w → s gives
Taking the complex conjugate:
which completes the proof (assuming existence.) •
To prove the existence we will use in an essential manner the key Lemme 6 from [2] . We have seen that V = (1 − M ) 2 U where M is the Hardy averaging operator and U the Báez-Duarte operator. The spectral function U (s) extends to an analytic function U (w) in the strip 0 < Re(w) < 1. We need pointwise expressions for V (ψ w,k )(t), t > 0 (at first only Re(w) < 1 2
is allowed here). Thanks to the general study of U given in [1] , we know that for Re(w) < 1 2 the vector U (ψ w,k ) in K is given as the following limit in square mean:
Following [2] , with a slight change of notation, we now study for each complex number w with Re(w) < 1 (and each integer k ≥ 0) the pointwise limit as a function of t > 0 for δ → 0: 
Proof Everything is either stated explicitely in [2] , Lemme 6 and Lemme 4, or follows from their proofs. We will give more details for k ≥ 1 as this is not treated in [2] .
• 
uniformly with respect to s when its imaginary part is bounded.
Theorem 4.9 Let k ≥ 1. For each t > 0 and Re(w) < 1 the pointwise limit defining ϕ w,k (t)
exists. It is holomorphic in w for each fixed t. When w is restricted to a compact set in
Re(w) < 1, one has uniformly in w the bound ϕ w,k (t) = O(
Proof The formula defining ϕ w,k (t) is equivalent to (after integration by parts and the change of variable u = 1/v):
This proves the existence of ϕ w,k (t), its analytic character in w, and the uniform O( 
When w is in the critical strip the integral
du u is absolutely convergent and its value is t 1−w ∞ 0 u w−1 sin(2πu)
formulae, so that:
The first term is d dw k (U (w) t −w ) and the second term can be explicitely evaluated using the series expansion of sin(2πt u) with the final result
• As was the case for k = 0 we then deduce that the Hardy operator can be applied arbitrarily many times to ϕ w,k for 0 < Re(w) < 1 and. The existence of the Y λ s,k follows. 
the implied constants are independent of λ and are uniform with respect to s when its imaginary part is bounded.
Proof Clearly a corollary to 4.9.
• 5 The vectors X λ ρ,k and completion of the proof 
, and ψ w,k (t) = (log(
Note 5.2 Of course there is no reason except psychological to allow only zeros of the Riemann zeta function at this stage.
Theorem 5.3
As λ decreases to 0 one has:
Proof To establish this we first consider, for Re(s 1 ) = Re(s 2 ) = 1 2 :
If s 1 = s 2 an integration by part shows that it is O log(
On the other hand when s 1 = s 2 its exact value is
. With this information the theorem follows directly from 4.10 as (for example) the leading divergent contribution as
is chosen so that a finite limit for (X λ ρ,k , X λ ρ,l ) is obtained. As the scalar products involving distinct zeros have a smaller divergency, the rescaling let them converge to 0.
• Theorem 5.4 Let χ 1 (t) = (1 + log(t))χ(t). As λ decreases to 0 one has:
Proof We have (1−M )χ 1 = χ (obvious spectrally), and
From [1] we know that U χ is which gives lim w→ρ
We can now conclude the proof of our estimate.
Theorem 5.5
We have:
Proof Let R be a non-empty finite set of zeros. We showed that D(λ) is the Hilbert space distance from χ 1 to C λ , and that the vectors X λ ρ,k for 0 ≤ k < m ρ are perpendicular to C λ . So D(λ) is bounded below by the norm of the orthogonal projection of χ 1 to the finite-dimensional vector space H R spanned by the vectors X λ ρ,k , 0 ≤ k < m ρ , ρ ∈ R. This is given by a well-known formula involving the inverse of the Gram matrix of the X λ ρ,k 's as well as the scalar products . The proof is complete.
• We can apply our strategy to a fully singular MA(q) on the unit circle. The relevant Báez-Duarte phase operator will then be (up to a non-important constant of modulus 1) the operator of multiplication by z −q . It is apparent that this leads to a proof equivalent to the one we borrowed from Grenander-Rosenblatt [8] , with just the proviso that additionally to the vectors (corresponding to the) X N α,k there will be the infinite dimensional piece spanned by the powers z j , j < −q. In the case of the Nyman-Beurling approximation problem for the zeta funtion, we thus expect in the quotient of H 2 by C λ a "continuous spectrum" additionally to the "discrete spectrum" provided by the (projection to H 2 of the) X λ ρ,k 's, ζ (k) (ρ) = 0. It is tempting to speculate that the rescaling will kill this continuous part as λ → 0, so that in the end only subsists a so-called "Hilbert-Pólya" space. This would appear to require 5.5 to give the exact order of decrease of the quantity D(λ). The numerical explorations reported by Báez-Duarte, Balazard, Landreau and Saias in [2] seem to support this. Our whole set-up demands to be formulated using the tools from mathematical scattering theory. We have explored some connections between L-functions and scattering in [4] and [5] , and we hope to return to these matters on another occasion.
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